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    1. Share your ideas with the group (2-3 minutes max)
    2. Make sure to focus on ideas that require extra clarification or details as needed.

         HMW + IDEAS
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HMW help customers

better understand

changes/fluctuations in

their credit score?

           UNDERSTAND

While using Credit Keeper, Build

Customers need to be able to

understand their score, for the

purpose of demystifying what the

score means and gaining a sense of

control over their credit.

Job To Be Done: HMWs:

HMW better help

customers understand

the factors that impact

credit?

HMW educate our

customers on why there

is a difference in credit

scores between tools?

HMW give our customers

the confidence that the CK

score is accurate and

trustworthy as compared to

other tools?

Ideation

HMW make customers

feel that their score is

always the most up to

date?

HMW help our customers

better understand how

suspicious activity might

negatively impact their

credit score?

Make source (TU) more

prominent -

Some competitors are more

explicit, and say "TransUnion

Score".

Notify customers -

E-mail/text customers

upon every score

change 

Couple CK info with Fraud Alerts -

Assuming we have fraud alerts,

include a blurb on whether this

impacts their score and a link to

remediate 

Show more than 6 months worth of

scores. We get these from

TransUnion. But we don't score the

previous 6 months in our database.

Is there a way to see the scores

from when the customer joined to

current date.

Improve frequency of scores

displayed in History -

It seems that we update scores

pretty frequently, but in the history,

we only show 1 score per month. 

Be clearer about lack of Equifax

score - 

By being more transparent that

they're seeing the score from just 1

source, customers will be better

empowered

Congratulate when score

improves - 

Whether in a notification or in CK,

tell customers they're doing a

good job if their score improves 

Abhishek

CHARGED OFF/

COLLECTIONS -

Inform which Cap1 card was

charged off are is in

collections and how this

impacts their score 

SCORE DASHBOARD - 

Help customers visualize their spend and/or

payment history on the same chart as their

score hisotry (CM team has reached out

about this). Could be a comparison. But has to

be a disclaimer that spend/payment can't

actually cause changes in the score.

Hypothesis is that it could increase NPS as a

customer. 

POSITIVE REINFORCEMENT MESSAGES - 

Simple nudges and positive messages that

tell customers they're no the right track to

improving their score, such as

"Congratulations for make 3 payments on

time!"  Rewarding specific behaviours

when we notice a positive trend.

EQUIFAX SCORE - 

Let customers know what their

Equifax score is. There are cost

implications for it, but we should

consider it. Explain differences

between the 2 scores.  

INQUIRY HISTORY -  

Show customers a historical

record of inquiries made on

them. Could be not just credit

cards, but mortgages, other

companies too.

SECOND LOOK - 

Let customers know when

something changes from their

regular account spend/charges. Let

customers know if something looks

different, because it could impact

their score. 

LATE PAYMENTS - Number of

times you made a late payment in

the last 30/60/90 days. This is

available in the credit report info

from TransUnion. Could help

customers understand score a bit

better.

Angeline

ARTICLES/BLOGS -

credit education on how

user behaviour over time

impacts score

DUAL SCORE - show TU and

Equifax score, and highlight

why score may vary based on 

scoring algorithm,  data

latency and sources of data

SOCIAL COMMUNITY PLATFORM -

discussion forums to allow users to learn

from each other, and/or from financial

experts. Customers don't understand

everything about credit. All CK users could

participate in a forum, be moderated by a

financial expert. And guide/share

experiences and learnings. 

FRAUD Alerts (like AMBER alerts) -

surface any ongoing fraudulent

activities going on externally that

our users should watch out for. We

can highlight fraud that we know of

and the impact it could have on their

credit file.

CREDIT REPORT FRAUD Indicator

- to help users know there is a

fraud on their one or more credit

accounts, and what actions they

can take. Tell them to reach out to

credit bureaus to understand what

that means.

CREDIT REPORT ACTIVITY -

surface any action on credit

report such as inquiries or

payments behaviour to inform

that the credit score reflects

those users actions

SECOND LOOK ALERTS

EXTENSION - to inform users

about credit activity via

email/mobile notification/

mobile message center

Rahul

SCORE COMPARISON - show both T +

E scores and clarify why there are

different scores, why they might differ,

when they update, and encourage

customers to ask lenders which score

will be used in a credit check, 

SCORE CHANGE BREAKDOWN - Very

specific, personalized explanation of

why their score increased / decreased

by X pts and what they should continue

to do or do differently in the future. Like

a combination of score breakdown +

personalized insights.

STAY IN THE KNOW - ALERTS

Customers don't want to log in all the

time. Notify when there are changes to

their score or inquiries and provide

specific reasons why and help decide

next steps (e.g. if fraud is suspected,

how to resolve, etc.)

SECOND LOOK + FRAUD INDICATOR +

CREDIT KEEPER - point to Credit Keeper

as a way to keep track on an ongoing

basis to spot suspicious activity and

leverage the fraud alert ID in the credit

report? "Capital One is looking out for

you"

WHICH SCORE USED -

encourage customers to

ask lenders which score

will be used in a credit

check, 

Jill

WHAT'S CHANGED - Give

customers specific information to

what's changed since they last

viewed their score so they can

understand what actions are

leading to increase or decreases

in their score.

VIDEO - interactive education

content & understanding. How can

we integrate with existing content

we already have? And make it

more interactive with video?

People are more likely to engage

with video than text. 

COMPARE MY SCORE - Allow

customers access to view both TU &

Equifax scores and compare the

differences OR 'light' version, give

them standard typical reasons they

might see some differences across

other tools.

QUESTION BOX - Like influences on

instagram - what do you want to know?

AMA. Allow users to submit any questions

that are unanswered about their score and

publish content for everyone to access the

response. Allow others to see what other

question have been asked and answered.

CONTENT INTEGRATION -

Leverage content partnership or

L&C articles, embedded into

Credit Keeper for more long form

education on scores and

fluctuations.

CHAT WITH AN ADVISOR - allow

customers to live chat with an

advisor or email an advisor to ask

additional questions that are

unanswered about their score in the

platform. (also an IMPROVE play)

UP TO DATE GUARANTEE - Might we

offer a guarantee that their score is

always up to date within the last x hrs/

days, with an explanation as to why they

might see a different score elsewhere

and if they do see a different score that

also uses TU, we'll offer something?

 Sara

CHANGE SINCE LAST

LOGIN

show customers the

change in score delta

since last login

ARTICLES/VIDEO

serve up written/

video content to CK

users

STAY CURRENT

illustrate that we are actively

working on the tool to keep

customers up-to-date on the

latest credit info

CUSTOMIZE CONTENT

customize the content

and/or deprio already

consumed content

UX/UI UPDATES

change the UX/UI of the tool to

enhance understanding. CK was

designed 4 years ago; focus on

desktop. Opportunity for mobile

enhancements - to revisit it.

NOT STATIC APP - Making

the app more

customizable and

dynamic. More incentive to

come back. 

Phil
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HMW create credit-savvy

customers who are able to

tell their friends + family

how to positively impact

their credit score?

           IMPROVE2

While using Credit Keeper, Build Customers need

to be able to know what actions to take to

improve their score, for the purpose of being

motivated to make progress in their rebuild

journey, achieving their financial goals (opening

more credit opportunities) and being recognized

for their progress by Capital One.

Job To Be Done: HMWs:

HMW help our Build

customers take the right

actions to improve their

credit scores using CK?

HMW recognize and

reward progress

during the rebuild

journey?

HMW make the Score

History section in CK

more valuable to

customers?

HMW help Build

customers better

understand which

actions can lower their

score?

HMW make customers

feel like they are able to

rectify any discrepancies

that they see in CK?

min

6

HMW make the customer feel

like they know exactly what is

happening with their credit

even when they're not logged

in to CK?

           PROTECT3

While using Credit Keeper, all

customers need to feel Capital One is

protecting them from suspicious

financial activity, for the purpose of

preventing damage to their credit and

maintaining access to the financial

opportunities that good credit brings.

Job To Be Done: HMWs:

HMW actively

protect customers

from potential

suspicious activity?

HMW spotlight relevant

information in CK that's

useful for protecting

against suspicious

activity?

HMW make customers

feel like Capital One is

ready to step in and

support them after they

see suspicious activity?

HMW make

customers feel like

their data is safe and

protected?

HMW emphasize the

security and privacy that

Capital One brings as a

financial institution (vs. a

third party competitor)?

On your own:
1. Read through the HMWs again.
2. Brainstorm ideas or features that address the HMWs. Go for quantity and don't self-filter.
3. Add your ideas in your assigned work area below - write one idea per note.
4. Make sure to add a title in ALL CAPS and a description for each one of your ideas.

FAQ page- questions

customers have-

answers..+ ability to

comment

CK Graph- highlight when

there are big drops/highs.

Making these more visible/

called out on the trend line. 

Updated credit score

date: make it visible

when the score is

updated

Credit articles and

education 

Print a PDF report

which provides

history, tips, 

COMPARE TO CANADIANS -

Be aware of what the average

score is for canadians.

Benchmarking to help you

know where you are.

Christine

ALL SCORES - Offer

both TU and Equifax

scores

SCORE DIFFERENCE

ARTICLE - Article within

Life+Credit that explains

why there are diff in

scores

SCORE BREAKDOWN CLARIFIER -

Ability for customer to click

through a section within Score

Breakdown to really understand

how that area is impact their score

UNDERSTAND EDU AREA -

separate area in CK that

allows customers to

understand and learn about

credit scores

CREDIT STORIES - 2

side by side stories

about 2 customers and

why their credit scores

are different

REFRESH SCORE BUTTON - instead

of automatically showing the score,

create an interaction that allows

customers to 'show' their score -

creating a sense for the customer

they are 'updating' their score

SCORE CALCULATION -

a simple customer-facing

calculation of how scores

are estimated

REQUEST EQ SCORE -

a button that allows

customers to request

their EQ score

James

Shareout

PERSONALIZED INSIGHTS -

Take the different factors in the

score breakdown and tell

customers which factors

specifically have the highest

impact for them.

ALERTS / NOTIFICATIONS -

Sending some type of message

when the score goes up or down

to the customer and explaining

factor caused the score to change.

FRAUD INDICATOR - Interested in

knowing more about this from the

credit report - can we use it to

help our customers understand

what might count as a suspicious

activity?

DATE EMPHASIS - More messaging

to show when CK last updated and

when it will update next. And to

explain more that sometimes there

might be a delay in an action and

when it is reflected in the score.

CREDIT EDUCATION -

Some type of Credit 101

for those who are new to

credit or rebuilding

credit. 

ADDRESSING DIFFERENT

SCORES - If we can't show both

scores, add some type of

messaging to explain that

scores might be different

across bureaus and why.

WHAT TO WORRY ABOUT - In

addition to notifications when

score has changed, can we

tell people what is concerning

and what isn't + will recover.

Judith

INTEGRATED EDUCATIONAL

MESSAGING -  Integrate Credit

Keeper related messaging/data

as educational content into

customer interactions

 MICRO-INCENTIVES - Incentivize

customers with micro rewards

(positive messaging even) for

good credit behaviour observed in

EASE or positive changes in credit

score

CONTEXTUAL MESSAGING - More

descriptive messaging that explains

the relevance of the credit score

and when/why/how it is important in

a customers life. How can we

connect this back to milestones vs.

daily life events?

Jeremy

2
    1. Share your ideas with the group (2-3 minutes max)
    2. Make sure to focus on ideas that require extra clarification or details as needed.

Ideation

Reward Referrals - 

US Card has a referral

system. Consider using

something similar to CK

signups

Share info about free

credit report for details -

Us has free annual credit

reports

Market "better" products -

If customer qualifies for a

product with better terms,

market it to them

Today we only offer

cards to our non-

customers - what about

our customers too?

Abhishek

PRODUCT RECOMMENDATIONS -

Based on customers' scores and if we

notice improvements, make Cap1

product recommendations or surface

QuickCheck to let them know what

they could be approved for

GAMIFICATION/REWARDS - 

Earn points for positive improvements

to their score or a milestone, which

can then be redeemed for small

rewards on their Cap1 accounts. Might

need to do additional analysis for

cost.  

POSITIVE REINFORCEMENT MESSAGES - 

Simple nudges and positive messages that

tell customers they're no the right track to

improving their score, such as

"Congratulations for make 3 payments on

time!"  Rewarding specific behaviours

when we notice a positive trend.

SCORE DASHBOARD - 

Help customers visualize their spend and/or

payment history on the same chart as their

score hisotry (CM team has reached out

about this). Could be a comparison. But has to

be a disclaimer that spend/payment can't

actually cause changes in the score.

Hypothesis is that it could increase NPS as a

customer. 

QUIZ - 

For newer users, quiz

customers on their knowledge

of how they can improve their

score and/or their score

understand

HARDSHIP OFFER - 

Offer Hardship offer for customers

charging off, inform how we would

report to CBs. The hardship offer

is going to be available in EASE -

why not CK Too? 

EDUCATE - 

Tell customers what

Cap1 reports to CBs 

Angeline

NUDGES to make

payments, stay under

limit , limit inquiries (all

behaviours that impact

score) etc

SOCIAL PLATFORM

(SUCCESS

COMMUNITY): to help

stay motivated, learn

from each other.

SHARE SUCCESS STORIES

on how someone improved

and achieved financial

success. Can be an

inspirational.

EDUCATE how applying for

phone connection, mobile

connection to avail seasonal

discounts can impact score and

in turn impact long term

financial standing

OVERLAY CREDIT REPORT

ACTIVITY ON SCORE HISTORY: to

highlight how diff activity impacts

score over time; so that they can

take maintain positive behaviour.

This attaches the actions to the

results they see.

DASHBOARD TO SHOW

AGGREGATE VIEW OF THEIR

CREDIT ACCOUNTS (payment

streaks, credit utilizations etc) -

surface credit report data in user

understandable form on CK

REPORT TO TU: incase there is some

discrepancies on their credit file. Tell our

customers to reach out to TU to address

these. To potentially take off inquiries

too that are negatively impacting the

score. They have an option to call TU, to

actually do something. 

SET SCORE GOALS -

Share goals and connect

educations and nudges

to the goals. 

Rahul

TESTS - It's not just about the score/

number. What about colour and label

associations - think about / test the

impact of the word labels "poor"

"good", colours (red, green) and

categorization and how they

motivates / demotivates

LINKING SCORE PROGRESS TO

CAPITAL ONE BENEFITS -

Improving scores makes them feel

they should be eligible for CLIPs

or better cards - how can we

manage expectations?

SCORE TREND LINE DRILLDOWN

- Allow customers to interact with

the history trend line to see what

factors caused the dips or

increases. It's a way to diagnose.

MISSED PAYMENTS TIE INS - Tie in with missed

payment emails, collections, etc. to help

customers understand the impact these

behaviours have on the score and realistic

actions they can take to "protect" their score (e.g.

missing a full payment vs. min pay, etc.). Rather

than doing nothing, can we encourage

customers to take one step (even if they can't

take the whole action)?

TAKE THE GUESS WORK OUT / 

PROACTIVE STRATEGY - not sure

if simulator is the right solution, but

people are currently often learning

through trial and error - if I do this,

what impact did I have? 

POSITIVE REINFORCEMENT /

CELEBRATORY MESSAGES - tie in with

positive broader positive reinforcement

campaigns + independent celebratory

messages / animations within CK. Can

we connect existing celebratory

messages to CK too?

Jill

SIMULATOR - allow

them to see "if I do x,

it will impact my

score by y"

UNLOCK GROWTH TIPS - List

of 3 tangible things, specific to

that customers situation that

they can do in the next 3

months to see an improvement

in their score"

PATH TO APPROVAL - show

non-customers a tangible

path with steps and

milestones that they'll need to

hit to be approved for a

certain card by us.

PATH TO A BETTER CARD -

show customers what

milestones they'll need to hit

to get offered a better card

by us or be approved for it if

they apply.

"REAL" ROADMAPS - show examples of

customers or hypothetical customers if

we can't use customer data on actions

taken to see a certain improvement in

score. Kind of like case studies. This can

help customers understand other's

stories, the actions they take.

CHOOSE YOUR NEXT GOAL/

MILESTONE - allow customers to

choose an actionable goal/

milestone to work towards & we

send nudges to them to keep

working towards that & celebrate

when they hit it.

COMMUNITY UPDATES - can we tell

customers how many Capital One

cardholders improved their score last

month to motivate them to take action to

improve, like the group. Another way of

benchmarking? Or feeling like you're

part of something? FOMO?

 Sara

DIY CREDIT TIPS

Directed credit score

tips that align with

particular actions with

EASE/Mobile

SUCCESS DEBRIEF 

Give customers a detailed

explanation of improvement. Why

and how. Going beyond the

positive message and explain why,

like an opportunity for education. 

DIRECT ACTIONS

Give customers a direct path to

digital channels (link them -

tangible action to do) to: make

payments, schedule upcoming

payments. 

Phil

On your own:
1. Read through the HMWs again.
2. Brainstorm ideas or features that address the HMWs. Go for quantity and don't self-filter.
3. Add your ideas in your assigned work area below - write one idea per note.
4. Make sure to add a title in ALL CAPS and a description for each one of your ideas.

Social media campaign -

Trending a hashtag-

twitter, instagram, fb:

#improvingcredit-

incentive for doing so

Gamification approach-

compare to others in your

credit range- make visible

the % of change. Community

benchmarking. 

Image of a ladder/-

making their way up.

Highlight what they

need to do to get to

next spot

Tie and link

improvements to

current C1 features-

alerts, one time pay, etc

Score history- a dashed

expected line when they

improve their credit. Showing

future state - where you can go if

you keep on this good path or

what to do.

Christine

PERSONALIZED ACTION - based on

all of the customer's credit information

we have, give 1 action to customers

that is most impactful to improving

their credit score (i.e close this trade

account, decrease # of missed

payments, etc)

CREDIT LEVEL UP - establish more

tiers within the score. customers use

'fair, good, excellent' as markers for

improvement, create smaller markers

so customers feel a sense of

achievement more frequently

REPORT A DISCREPANCY -

ability for customers to

report when there is a

discrepancy within the

trades/accounts opened on

their score

BUDDY SYSTEM - buddy

up w/ someone else to

create a credit

improvement competition

for 3 months

CREDIT BADGES -

earn badges as you

level up in your

credit journey

CHANGE EXPLAINER - with every

change that happens in a

customer's credit score tell them

why the change occurred and

whether this change will recover +

how long it takes to recover

GENERIC STEP BY STEP - give a

generic guide on how customers

should approach improving their

credit scores. Step 1 do this, step

2 do this (MOGO MONEY

CLASS)

CREDIT MILESTONES -

tie milestones (hitting

Good level) give them a

product

recommendation

IMPROVE AREA - an

area within CK

dedicated to

improving scores

CREDIT GAME - like a score

simulator but using dummy data

for a fake customers to allow

customers to manipulate and

see changes based on different

actions

MOMENTS OF DELIGHT -

create animations or gifs

that celebrate when

customers increase their

credit score

James

Shareout

EXPLAIN CHANGES IN

TREND GRAPH - Provide

some more context/

information for the ups and

downs on the trend line in

the graph.

MOST IMPACTFUL ACTIONS -

Can we be more prescriptive in

providing a list of step-by-step

personalized actions to take to

improve score that will have the

most impact. 

TIE REWARDS TO ACTIONS - If

someone completes a step, can we

acknowledge and reward them in

some way? Not only positive

messaging, but CLIP? Graduating

from a Secured Card to a

Guaranteed Card?

CAPTURING GOALS - Can we

capture financial goals in some

way and track them, so people

can tie improving their credit

score to a goal that they are

working towards?

DISPELLING CREDIT MYTHS - Is

there a way to address the most

common credit myths? Especially if

the beliefs are leading to

behaviour that could negatively

impact score.

FOR DAMAGING ACTIONS -

can we tell people what to

address first vs. what not to

worry about? What is a

temporary dip vs. a more

permanent one. 

Judith

CREDIT PLAYBOOK -

Reference guide for

customers who are new to

credit or worried about

maintaining a good credit

score.

CUSTOMER MENTORS - Personas

based on customers with good credit

behaviour that others can follow. Who

can I follow for inspiration or

guidance? (A bit of a risk involved, but

could be motivating).

Jeremy
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    1. Share your ideas with the group (2-3 minutes max)
    2. Make sure to focus on ideas that require extra clarification or details as needed.

Ideation

Alert of credit

inquiries - Indicate

soft/hard

Include info about whether

customer info was found on

the Dark Web - We have tools

to know about this, we could

share it with our customers.

Security Tip of the week/month -

Remember to change your

password

Don't provide your SIN 

Abhishek

2-WAY FRAUD ALERTS -

This currently exists - we send email

and SMS alerts if we see suspicious

activity on the account. Surface

messaging that lets customers know

their card was blocked due to

suspicious activity 

NEW INQUIRY ALERT -

Alert customers when a

new inquiry is made in

their name/profile

SECOND LOOK - 

Let customers know when

something changes from their

regular account spend/charges. Let

customers know if something looks

different, because it could impact

their score. 

CK is a more trusted source

for this messaging -

sometimes people think the

SMS or email is a phishing

scam.

Angeline

FRAUD Alerts (like AMBER alerts) -

surface any ongoing fraudulent

activities going on externally that

our users should watch out for. We

can highlight fraud that we know of

and the impact it could have on their

credit file.

CREDIT REPORT FRAUD Indicator

- to help users know there is a

fraud on their one or more credit

accounts, and what actions they

can take. Tell them to reach out to

credit bureaus to understand what

that means.

REPORT TO TU: incase there is some

discrepancies on their credit file. Tell our

customers to reach out to TU to address

these. To potentially take off inquiries

too that are negatively impacting the

score. They have an option to call TU, to

actually do something. 

Rahul

C1 FRAUD ALERT

SMS / SECOND

LOOK TIE INS -

everything look ok?

CREDIT CHECK

NOTIFICATIONS -

Was this you? If no,

do this.

LEVERAGE FRAUD

ID ALERT IN CREDIT

REPORT 

TRIGGER TO DO A HEALTH CHECK

REVIEW - each X month, encourage

customers to do a guided walk-through

of their CK + credit report info to ensure

everything looks accurate and what to

do if not.  Can we tie this into their

existing financial routines and habits?

Jill

ALERTS TO CHANGES - tell our

customers something's

changed and allow them to see

what's changed in CK and

diagnose what might be

happening.

TIPS - built in tips of

how to protect yourself

against fraud or issues

that could impact your

score. 

FRAUD SIMULATOR - show

how your score might be

impacted if you become a

victim of fraud. Can this be a

motivator to do a health

check?

 Sara

SMS/Email QUICK HITS

Small summaries on a

reasonable cadence (if

agreed to) - reassurance

SECURITY CONTENT

Specific content to meet

any concerns head on...

thinking about aftermath

of breach

EXPANDED SECOND LOOK

is there way to add to what

second look tracks? other

unusual activity. We look for

ALL THE THINGS!

Phil

On your own:
1. Read through the HMWs again.
2. Brainstorm ideas or features that address the HMWs. Go for quantity and don't self-filter.
3. Add your ideas in your assigned work area below - write one idea per note.
4. Make sure to add a title in ALL CAPS and a description for each one of your ideas.

Link Fraud alerts to

CK 

Security & Protect

page- information on

how we protect their

info

Score breakdown/

transactions- how much

their score changed

Christine

PROTECT AREA - an

area within CK that

highlights how best to

protect your score

ACTIVE MONITOR -

email + push that lets

you know when

something has impacted

your score

STEPS TO TAKE - give

customers a guide on

what to do once they

see something that

shouldn't be there

WAS THIS YOU - once a

new account/trade is

dedicated let the

customers know and ask

them 'was this you'

SCORE FREEZE - like

card lock for credit

score?

James

Shareout

INQUIRY ALERTS - Let people

know every time there is a hard

inquiry and from who. And

messaging to tell them to check

and make sure it was them that

requested the hard inquiry.

MORE EDUCATION -

Explaining in more detail

what and how

suspicious activity can

damage credit.

WAYS TO RECOVER - If a

damaging credit event

occurs that isn't the

customer's fault, how can we

help them recover from this? 

WHAT ARE WE ALREADY

DOING? What can we

integrate existing alerts and

messaging about fraud into

CK?

Judith

TITLE - Description TITLE - Description

Jeremy


